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The ubiquity of origin myths among human societies suggests that our species has an innate need to explain 
how Earth formed and came to its present state. The controls on myth fabrication include the limitations of 
the available historical record and the technological capability of the culture in question. Despite our 
impressive technology and a western cultural bias to watery origins, when the scientific community 
encountered the limits of its historical record – there are no known rocks older than 4 Ga – it chose the 
paradigm of a desiccated, continent-free wasteland in which surface petrogenesis was largely due to bollide 
impact into a basaltic substrate and called it the “Hadean” (hellish time). But the story emerging 
from geochemical investigations of >4 Ga Jack Hills zircons is of their formation in water-rich granites under 
relatively low geothermal gradients. These results have been interpreted as reflecting chemical weathering 
and sediment cycling in the presence of both liquid water and plate boundary interactions shortly after Earth 
accretion. Given general agreement that life could not have emerged until liquid water appeared at or near 
the Earth’s surface, a significant implication is that our planet may have been habitable as much as 500 Ma 
earlier than previously thought. Indeed, recent C isotopic evidence obtained from inclusions in Hadean 
zircons is consistent with life having emerged by 4.1 Ga, or several hundred million years earlier that the 
hypothesized lunar cataclysm. Perhaps the most remarkable feature of these observations drawn from 
ancient zircons is that none were predicted from theory. Rather, generations of models essentially innocent 
of observational constraints fed the longstanding paradigm. What compelled the scientific community to 
develop its own origin myth – of a hellish beginning – in the absence of direct evidence? While science is 
clearly distinguished from mythology by its emphasis on verification, its practitioners may be as subject to the 
same existential need for explanations as any primitive society.  
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Plate tectonics was a hotly debated topic just 50 years ago and remained contentious in some universities well 
into the late 1970s. Vertical tectonics, miogeosynclines and eugeosynclines,was taught exclusively in the 1960s. 
A number of demonstrable facts led to the unifying theory of plate tectonics. While continental drift dates back to 
the early 20th century, physical evidence including the magnetic reversal timescale, measured transform offset on 
the San Andreas Fault and on both sides of the Mendocino Fracture Zone were only published in the early 1960s. 
That information coupled with the understanding of subduction zones and the recognition of the obduction of 
material onto continental margins, eventually produced a coherent theory. Not until the multiple collisions of far-
traveled terranes were understood, could the truly complex, tectonic history of Cuba be fully appreciated. 
 
The geology of Cuba can be divided into a Space-Time summary that separates the Pre-Cuban geology into a 
pre-orogenic phase that ended in the Late Cretaceous followed by an orogenic phase that ended in the Eocene. 
The Cuban orogeny encompasses Mesozoic and Cenozoic deformed units up to the middle Eocene with Cuban 
geology per se developing in post-late middle Eocene (~42 Ma) time. There are at least fivesignificant,geological 
components of Cuba, including the northern foldbelt;the western or GuaniguanicoTerrane; the major metamorphic 
terranes that were subductedduring the Late Cretaceous and later exhumed; the Caribbean Arc, a volcanic arc 
that collided first with the metamorphic terranes and later with the northern foldbelt; and finally the Paleogene 
Sierra Maestra volcanic arc.The Cayo Coco and Remediosterranes of the northern foldbelt are believed to be part 
of the Bahamas passive margin and are relatively in place from where they formed. They were overthrust by 
oceanic formations from the Proto-Caribbean Ocean (Camajuani and Placetas belts) that wasobducted onto the 
Bahamas passive margin as allochthonous belts of ophiolites and serpentinite matrix mélanges. To the south in 
Cuba is the Cretaceous Caribbean volcanic belt that extends from the Sierra Cájalbana in the west to the Purial 
complex at the eastern end of Cuba. On the southern margin of Cuba are the Caribeana metamorphic terranes. It 
is possible that some of the Caribeanaterranes, continental margin and basin blocks, may have in fact originated 
off northwestern-most South America and were rifted from there during the earliest formation of the Proto-
Caribbean Ocean. Parts of the GuaniguanicoTerranemay have originated off what is now the eastern margin of 
Yucatan, although sources for some of the clastics suggest they may have originated off the present southeast 
corner of the Yucatan.  
Using models by Iturralde-Vinent et al. (International Geol. Rev., 2008; GSA Today, 2016), and Pardo (AAPG, 
2009), we have put together an animation starting at 200 Ma that illustrates a possible scenario for the origin and 
motion of the various Cuban and pre-Cuba blocks that now form Cuba.  
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